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ABSTRACT

Due to globalization, the variety of human resources in a company is becoming one of the most important factors which require closer attention to the talent management system. Talented employees can play a key role in maintaining the quality and integrity of the human potential of each company. Thus, long-term personnel development programs are becoming crucial since the personnel’s skills and qualifications require continuous improvement. The topic of the necessity to have a talent management strategy is rather neglected by Russian companies and has not been studied well enough. I. Stalin said that “no one is indispensable” but this is not true. The problem is that, in contrast to the American and European practices which imply corporate appreciation and support for talented employees, most employers in the Russian market do not stick with their talented employees and ignore the importance of support, encouragement and development of talents, that is why employees do not stay long in those companies. The aim of this article is as follows: to develop recommendations for talented management in the competitive environment, to analyze the main approaches to the category “talent management”; to outline country-specific peculiarities and main approaches to talent management in the Russian Federation, Europe and the USA. Talent management technology is a new trend in human resources management, and, thus, the study of this topic is a topical new task. Implementation of talent management technology in the Russian practice will let companies increase efficiency of their motivation programs. The article provides an overview and analysis of the main terms for talent management, outlines the importance of talented employees in a firm, defines the main talent management approaches and strategies, analyzes the basic differences of business models for talent management in the American, European, and Russian practices. The conclusion provides the main points, results, and outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the current crisis in the country and around the world, the existence of companies is under threat, competition is getting tougher and advertising and customer service budgets are being reduced. Under such conditions, the fight for employees aiming at raising the corporate efficiency is becoming topical.

In the modern world, it is not easy to find, attract, and raise genuine leaders. And it is even more difficult to make them stay in your firm. The current century is changing our attitude to talented employees: nowadays, firms are not fighting for them, they are raising them [4]. Earlier, in the HR field, there was a term "bubble theory" which implied a talented employee making his "way through" on his own. Now, the "bubble theory" is being replaced by "talent management". Talented employees must certainly possess high potentials, be able to adapt to operational processes, and know the work process perfectly. Here arises the need to define the term “talent management”.

METHODS AND RESULTS

The buildup of intellectual capital is one of the tools which may be used for solving problems. It includes knowledge, skills, and production experience of certain people, as well as such intangible assets as patents, databases, software, trademarks, etc. which are efficiently used for profit maximization and other economical and technical results (Figure 1). This is a total of all employees' knowledge and/or corporate tools increasing the total knowledge, i.e. everything that ensures economic competitiveness [1]. But these are talented employees who are the most valuable since they represent the ultimate competitive advantage.

The term "talent management" had been first introduced by David Watkins of Softscape [5] in his article of 1998, and it was later developed and complemented in the work "Talent Management Systems" in 2004. Originally, the term "talent management" was used to define changes in the HR field focusing on "human potential or talent management" [9].
Talent management is a branch of HR dealing with search for and attraction of efficient employees, integration of new personnel, motivation and support for employees in order to achieve the current corporate goals.

In firms following a certain talent management policy, it is both the HR Department and corporate managers who are responsible for labor resources [2]. The process of attracting and retaining qualified employees being strategically important has been given the name of "war for talent" [3]. The English term is "Human Capital Management" ("HCM").

With the term "talent" having various definitions, it is rather difficult to form a consistent approach to human capital management. There are the following trends in defining talent management:

**Talent as Aptitude**

Talent is often perceived as a natural gift and mental aptitude, prominent abilities, and brilliance [6]. Talent is permanent and unique, it is given at birth, and knowledge and skills which it brings cannot be obtained without it [24].

**Talent is a set of certain knowledge and valuable skills**

Which are necessary for any company. Talent is abilities and aptitude which can be developed by gaining experience and skills [20]. Sometimes, the first and second approaches are combined: talent is a total of human abilities, gifts, skills, knowledge, intellect, views, character, and assertiveness, aptitude to learning and growth [18].

**Talent as performance**

As a rule, talent is noted if a person can achieve some prominent results thanks to his or her abilities [6].

Within this approach, there is a more suitable definition for talent management according to which those are people playing a key role in the corporate success and occupying leading positions thanks to their abilities and performance [14].

According to McKinsey experts, talents are "the best and brightest" employees and it is the "foremost" 10-20% of employees who are the most valuable for the company. In any firm, 20% of employees ensure 80% of success. Those 20% of employees pertaining to Category A must be retained in the company and given more responsibility and independence. Category B includes 64% of employees, "average performers" but their total corporate contribution amounts to 16%. The last category - Category C - includes 16% of employees who ensure only 4% of the total performance [5].

**Talent Is Quite Often Defined As Potential**

A talented employee is a person who has the potential for further promotion inside the company, and potential leaders "focus on the future" [5]. Talent is a "strategic balance between performance and potential". In other words, talented employees are those who demonstrate their prominent abilities, achievements, and growth potential.
The interrelation between efficient corporate activity and personnel development has always been of great interest to management theoreticians and practitioners. But the category of talent has been neither developed nor taken into consideration. Talent was first mentioned in 1990 by the consulting firm McKinsey in its report "War for Talents" which became a matter of debate in corporate meetings [1]. Researchers found that the managers of leading companies realize talented employees’ value and take it into account when managing the company's personnel [11].Figures 2 and 3 help translate the definition of talent into the field of measurable quantities. The term "talent management" is related to "competency-based management". Competency implies knowledge, skills, experience, and personal qualities [6]. The latest techniques include formation of a corporate competency structure, which also includes a competency glossary facilitating formation of job descriptions.

**Figure 2**
CONSTITUENTS OF A TALENTED EMPLOYEE

**Figure 3**
CONSTITUENTS OF A TALENTED EMPLOYEE
Organizations should have a special talent management system boosting their employees' motivation for using their own potential. Talent management is a set of individualized management practices for high potentials or talent pool [3].

Talent management strategy: Researchers consider talent management to be a strategic trend focused on the future and closely integrated with business goals [9]. In this regard, while building a talent management system, it is necessary to take into account not only the level of competencies and performance but also the employee's potential for further development and professional growth.

A Talent management policy is maintained by automated personnel management systems such as HRIS (Human Resources Information System) or HRSM (Human Resources Management System).

In Talent management, it is necessary to highlight the following interrelated trends allowing a complex approach for solving HCM tasks (Figure 5).

However, it is not enough just to find and identify a talented employee. It is also necessary to provide him/her with an opportunity to fulfill his/her potential for the company's benefit, of course.

Normally, to identify potentially talented employees (Hi-Po - High Potential), an assessment is performed (Figure 6).

The competencies model is directly interrelated with the corporate business policy. After assessment is performed, the Hi-Po pool is created. Each employee's development is ensured by formation of an individual plan; employees are invested in and promoted up the career ladder, after which their work is assessed. One should note that expenses necessary for improving a Hi-Po employee exceed those for usual employees.
Figure 5
AN EXAMPLE OF MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES USED BY A LEADING COMPANY TO IDENTIFY HI-PO EMPLOYEES
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Figure 6
AN EXAMPLE OF MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES USED BY A LEADING COMPANY TO IDENTIFY HI-PO EMPLOYEES
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Each talented employee has his or her own life cycle (Figure 7). Drawbacks emerging on any stage of the talented employee's life cycle can cause him or her to leave the company.

Considering the experience of Russian organizations, one could note the formation of a replacement planning system (talent pool) and, very seldom, succession planning. The western experience shows that 100 most thriving organizations fulfill their talent management systems on the second or third level.

Figure 7
A TALENTED EMPLOYEE’S LIFE CYCLE
According to the research carried out by Fortune, the lists of values in organizations which are leaders in the market and those of average organizations are very different (Table 2). There are three levels of talent management (Table 1).

Talent management in average organizations is often on the first level and that in leading companies - on the second or third level. This approach to talent management (in Russia - talent pool management) is often characterized by the beginning of assessment (personnel assessment) and preparation of projects for their development with spending more tangible and intangible assets on that. But most companies are not ready to replace an employee who was hired a long time ago (even not a very efficient one) with a new employee (even if his or her potential is higher). Earlier, an employee's talent would be assessed by the administration, but nowadays this is often done by independent assessors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>LEVELS OF TALENT MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I. Replacement Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target object</td>
<td>Key leading positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Professional potential and activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career</td>
<td>Linear, basically functional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Administrators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees' attitude</td>
<td>Consent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
COMPARISON TABLE OF VALUES OF DIFFERENT-LEVEL ORGANIZATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values 100 leading organizations</th>
<th>Values 100 average organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>Risk reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in customers</td>
<td>Attention to the management vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbiasedness towards personnel</td>
<td>Support from administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial attitude and innovation</td>
<td>Budgeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nowadays companies are in focus and the importance of talented employees is increasing every day. A business model defines practical measures to be taken to implement a talent management technology. Below are talent management techniques in different parts of the world, namely in the USA, European countries, and the Russian Federation. Description of the American model and special conditions for performance. The American management model is based on individualism. It is characterized by the cult of a lone strong personality, an individual is in the focus of attention. Management is based on the definition of individual goals. The Anglo-Saxon school of management is based on three basic elements (Figure 8).

Figure 8
BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE AMERICAN MANAGEMENT MODEL [7]
This business model implies a significant focus on production management. Capitalist mode of production implies:
- mass production;
- rationalization of production;
- integrity;
- resource efficiency;
- high performance;
- equality;
- hierarchical organization;
- Financial resources [23].

**Essence of approach**

Firms following a certain defined talent management policy increase their profit by 26% more than their competitors [8]. A worked out talent management system is rather significant for achieving success in most industries.

The American writer A. Robertson defines talent management as follows. He notes that this is a set of tools for personnel management facilitating the attraction, efficient use, and quality of reproduction of employees' skills which allow them to make a contribution to the company's improvement. [24]

This implies an activity in personnel management aiming at attracting new employees into the innovative process, development of various motifs, and formation of creative potential in employees [23].

Administrators of many leading American companies declare that only 10% of the entire human potential depend on natural abilities. The rest 90% of an employee's talent is based on hard work and continuous practice. One of the quickest and cheapest methods of personnel preparation originated in the USA. Administrators using this method achieve better results by means of "growing" a talent from an average employee (Figure 10).

Figure 9 - "Growing" a talent from an average employee

Thus, having considered the talent management techniques used in the USA, one can conclude that:

1. The American talent management business model is characterized by:
   **Individualism; Contractual business relations.**

Currently, one of the most popular topics in Europe is fight for talent. A basic employee is an object requiring development and learning, which, in their turn, require investment. However, any fault made when choosing an employee can cost the organization a lot. These are talented leaders who give their corporations names which become famous all over the world, these are them who form their philosophy and culture. Certainly, technology must be perfect but these are individuals who found companies which later become prominent. High potentials are key assets and resources of any European organization.
The European model is a set of national models whose priorities are teamwork and multicultural environment. The European model is an intermediate position between two management cultures (Japanese and American).

The European business model is characterized by creativity and tolerance. It includes diverse approaches to corporate management dependent upon the country.

Within this ideology, quality is improved by means of total quality management which is a general organizational method for continuous improvement of quality in all organizational processes.

The European model follows a democratic management system. Its typical features are corporate culture and healthy environment. It seeks to improve organizational processes. The European model features quality management, reputation management, and knowledge management. This business model is based on research and design, innovation and creativity. The focus is on the personnel. The youth is most relied on [9].

Nowadays, while demand for qualified employees is growing, lots of organizations use the marketing approach, which implies that 20% of customers bring 80% of the profit, and these are exactly those 20% of customers a company should pay most of its attention to. The same is true for personnel management. In an organization, employees are ranged based on their contribution to the company's achievements and not based on the hierarchical principle. Companies are seeking to focus on those employees and provide them with special opportunities for their education and improvement of their qualifications.

As compared to attraction and selection of valuable staff, their retention and development are the most difficult processes. The main problem of enterprises is the lack of special subdivisions or employees responsible for the maintenance of a personnel-friendly environment and dealing with corporate culture issues. This is mostly done by managers of various levels or the first people of the organization. How one can facilitate development of talented staff is shown in Figure 11.
Most companies, trying to implement a talent management program, start with hiring employees having the right skills, as they think, to occupy leading positions. But this is not always the right way to start, as tactics must begin with a strategic process implying a comprehensive view of talent management. An organization's strategy must be obvious even before the main objectives are outlined.

European researchers declare that a lot of organizations are afraid of non-fulfillment of their promises given to those ambitious and strong people who any employer is interested in. But comparing the western and national practices one can conclude that only 10% of organizations in the Russian market fulfill their talent management programs. This is usually due to trivial concerns accompanying any significant innovation in an organization or due to the old-school trade union mindset.

In terms of the European talent management business model, the current situation in the talent management field is characterized by the following statements:

1. The matter of talented employees is becoming more popular in Europe, since it is believed that these are talented employees who give their companies names which become famous all over the world.
2. The European business model gives priority to teamwork.
3. When implementing a talent management system, it is important to start with a strategic process.
4. When selecting an employee, it is necessary to take into account all factors since any drawback could cost the company a lot.
5. One of the attributes of talent is the ability to grow and develop, that is why when assessing an employee it is important to take into account both the actual level of his or her competencies and future potential.
6. Any employee is subject to development and learning and requires investment, and these are efficient employees who must be invested in.
7. A talent management system is most important for large enterprises with over 100 employees.
8. Retaining a talent in the company is the main difficulty in talent management, since such employees require serious motivation.

The roots of the Russian business model are found in the administrative command system. Employee encouragement is rather subjective. The Russian business model features kickback systems, hidden stimulation and shadow economy, intense advertising, predatory pricing policy (transferring the burden on the consumer), monopolization, intellectually weak management (despite the rather high intellectual level of the nation).
Table 3 shows that despite the population's rich work experience, high potential and determination, there is a weak managerial competency, peculiar mindset, technocratic approach to management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors obstructing the development of the Russian management</th>
<th>Factors contributing to the formation of the Russian model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak management competencies</td>
<td>High scientific and intellectual potential of the population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peculiar corporate culture and mindset</td>
<td>Experience in state regulation of economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition stage in the economy</td>
<td>Experience in mastering high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional technocratic approach to management</td>
<td>Entrepreneurial attitude under liberal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nation's determination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Russian organizations are getting more engaged in talent management systems. However, such solutions are still being implemented and used only by large companies which have the opportunity to grow extra HRM abilities, and have a stable human resources management database, which displays the main processes and without which talent management would not operate [16].

However, systems integrators assure that the demand for automation of talent management processes has increased several times. The supply of highly-qualified employees and managers does not always keep up with the demand which grows together with the market. A comprehensive approach to Hi-Po personnel management is more interesting for large holdings, first of all, having means for building a career ladder and a fully-fledged corporate education system [22].

Nevertheless, there are also some interesting automation solutions for medium-sized and small businesses. Cloud services (such as Oracle Taleo, SAP Success Factors) are becoming widely used, enabling organizations to use the entire power of modern solutions for talent management without implementing heavyweight complex IT solutions.

Nowadays talent management is one of the common points between national and foreign companies in HR policy. A great number of Russian organizations plan to reconsider their strategy for intellectual capital management. In this regard, changes will mostly imply using non-financial means of reward to motivate talented personnel.

Western sellers (e.g. Oracle and SAP) have provided some very detailed solutions for talent pool management. For Russian companies, for instance, there is a whole series of systems by SAP which automate personnel performance management, education, staffing, and many other things. Here, one should also mention SAP, ERP, and HCM Talent Management. Oracle, in its turn, offers Oracle HCM [3].

The Russian founders of HRM also support the "hot trend", including talent management tools in their systems. For example, Monolit: Personnel include modules for assessment of staff activity, talent pool preparation, individual growth projects.
CONCLUSION

Russian organizations are getting more engaged in talent management systems. However, such solutions are still being implemented and used only by large companies which have the opportunity to grow extra HRM abilities, and have a stable human resources management database which displays the main processes and without which talent management would not operate.

There is no common view of talent management among practitioners, and each organization defines "talent" differently: someone thinks it means individual employees with specific potential; someone considers staff in general; some companies say that "talent" is the abilities given to a person at birth; other organizations think that this is experience acquired in the course of time.

From the point of view of business processes in companies existing under the conditions of uncertainty, the modern situation in talent management is characterized by the fact that talented employees are an important asset for solving market tasks, as well as a hard-to-get resource, and it is also important to provide them with motivation and development [21].

A detailed approach to the search, selection, motivation, education, development, retention and promotion of an employee up the career ladder is very useful for efficient functioning of a company.

Nowadays, the talent management strategy focuses on development of employees' potential. The talent management system can be a tool optimizing the performance of each employee and the entire company. To build a certain strategy, one needs a frequent "talent review" [19].

Having considered the talent management technology in the USA, one can say that the American business model for talent management is characterized by:

- Attitude to work in a firm featuring a short-term employment and frequent change of job based on material goods;
- Economic factor (money) being the main motivation.

Some talent management elements and development prospects of that technology have been defined in the work. Employees are ready to suffer restraints, but the business world is rather skeptical about that method [15]. However, it is possible to raise the company's efficiency while following the mentioned recommendations.

Certainly, talented employees are in demand, at all times and in all places. That is why serious motivation is needed to make them stay. For instance, a great number of employees need support from top managers, which means one could arrange regular informal meetings with the organization's managers to discuss the current key issues.

For some employees the following things are also important: education opportunities, creation of real steps for career growth, provision of a system of privileges corresponding to the employee's needs, formation of a qualified mentor system, introduction of guidelines for personnel management and actual compliance with those principles, arrangement of a working environment which will contribute to the company's prosperity, and arrangement of a material and non-material reward system.

Thus, one should note that an effectively made and implemented personnel development strategy guarantees a goal-oriented and carefully planned process for attraction, use and development of employees in order to achieve corporate goals. Currently, the term "talent management" is being used more often when talking about how to raise corporate efficiency [13].
The main source of profit for any company is its talented employees. Meaningful ideas, ambitious goals, innovative production, a popular product and promoted brand - none of these would work if the company did not have a good team.

Talent management is now a very important business constituent and not just one of things to be done within personnel management but a strategic trend which defines the main references and principles for the new approach to personnel management. [14]

In the world of globalization and available technology these are personalities who play the key role. A hunt for unique employees has already been started by a great number of companies, and one can say that the war for talent did not start 20 years ago but has been on all the time since talent is sometimes the thing that provides quite a significant advantage.
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